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What is Charity Footprints, LLC?
Mission: to make the world a healthier, more generous, and more community-oriented place.
How the app works: Use the Charity Footprints app to set up individual or team fitness goals for any 
cause or charity of your choice.



Goals 
● Keep social media platforms active
● Publicize the startup and our mission 
● Generate interesting, unique content that tunes into brand 

essence 
○ Quality digital posts that generate traction 

● Engage community, followers, charities, athletic groups, 
runners, etc. and spread the startup’s message

● Create social media campaigns which will help brand 
strategy



Responsibilities 

● Schedule social media posts several times a week using 
Buffer 

● Analyze traffic, adjust scheduling accordingly
● Gain active followers 
● Write press releases, assist with marketing campaigns 
● Connect with professionals, outreach to the community 

with phone calls, social media engagement and emails



Projects: Outreach 
Find fitness/runner blogs, connect with them as a way to network our app, and 
partner with them to use the app and talk about Charity Footprints on their blog. 



Projects: Brand, Social Media
Created a social media ambassador program based on what we could offer to those in the program, what 
the benefits would be for the company and the benefits for those in the program.  

EXAMPLES FROM PROGRAM: 



Projects: Implement a Blog 
Project was in early stages of development, implementing a blog as separate 
webpage from CF main website

Plan:
● Weekly blog posts

○ Original content, unique topics, connect with readers
● Reach out to our sponsors to do a “guest blog post”
● Write about events, campaigns, running trends, 

charities doing great things, etc.
● Use blog posts for content to push on social media 



Projects: Questionnaire to Engage Followers
Beginning stages: Project is a creative and personal way to connect with followers, they get to have a 
voice and tell a personal story with the added benefit of being highlighted on our social media 
platforms. Gives us better look at our followers, can use information as a way to start a new social 
media campaign. 



Tweet Examples



Tweet Examples


